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The extended weekend was appreciated by many of us although it has
been difficult fitting everything in to four days at school! As I write
my Notes this morning, the sun is shining and the skies are blue. I am
keeping my fingers crossed that the weather will remain good, not only
for the weekend but also for next week.
Pupils in Prep are gearing up to their forthcoming residential trips and
the excitement is mounting. Residential trips have always been a
staple in our School calendar and we are very pleased that these can
now run, once again. I am looking forward to joining Y3 and 4 on their
residential trips this year and Mrs Mitchell will be going with Y6 to
France. The boys and girls benefit hugely from the experience, having
the opportunity to sample a wide variety of different things - some of
them slightly out of their comfort zone.
Additionally, the boys and girls have the prospect to be with their
friends as well as widening their friendship circles, become more
organised (!) and independent. Of course, the boys and girls have not
had the same opportunity to stay with their grandparents or to go on

sleepovers and for many it will be their time away from home. My
thanks go to the staff who are accompanying the children and I know
they will go the extra mile to ensure the boys and girls are happy and
safe at all times.
I am sorry that I will miss the Pre-Prep Cross Country at Loseley
House and the Reception Tea Party on Monday. However, I hope they
are enjoyed by all and I look forward to seeing the photos as well as
messages on our social media accounts, Facebook, Instagram and
Twitter (@StHilarysSchool) We will also try to post photos from our
residential trips although this relies a little more on the signal we
have! Indeed, the Summer Term is always very exciting and the buzz
is palpable in school as the weather improves and the academic studies
sit alongside a raft of exciting events and opportunities for the
children.
The Big Red Staircase has seen a lot of traffic this week.
Congratulations go to Dexter and Toby, Y2, for their fantastic writing
in which they both wrote a poem in the style of Spike Milligan.
Carefully crafted, the content caught the sense of humour perfectly
and the presentation of their work could have been mistaken for that
of a Year 4 pupil. Well done, boys; I am very proud of you.
In fact, Dexter has had a bumper week as together with Luna, Y3 he
showed immense maturity and knowledge as they led an assembly on
Deaf Awareness to the whole School this afternoon. Well done, to
both of you. We were all very impressed with your confidence and
maturity, but even more importantly you have helped our School
community have a much greater awareness of what it is like being deaf
and how we can help. Inclusion is one of our School Values and it is
very important that our boys and girls learn that everyone is different
and that these differences should be celebrated.
Finally, I would like to say a very big thank you to Matilda for giving
me a beautiful buzzy bee academic diary for 2022-2023. It will be
well used and you have given it to me just at the right time, as we now
already have many things planned for the Autumn Term.
I hope that you have a good weekend and we look forward to seeing
you next week.
Mrs Jane Whittingham
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This afternoon the following Headmistress’ Awards, Commendations and Awards were
presented during Assembly:
Headmistress’ Awards
Rose (Y4) – For outstanding kindness and empathy towards others
Amaara (Y5) – For the online exhibition for Surrey wildlife artist of year
Commendations
Toby (Y2) – For a fantastic seaside themed nonsense poem
Dexter (Y2) – For a fantastic seaside themed nonsense poem
Euan (YR) – For outstanding attention to detail in his Artwork.
Buzzy Bee Learner
Sophia (YR) – For learning all single sounds, digraphs and trigraphs
Ezra (YR) - For dedication to reading and great decoding
True Grit
Finlay (Y2) – For helping his Dad when he was injured
Hettie (Y5) – For completing a comprehension activity
Do It Yourself
Jessica (Y6) – For excellent financial awareness & Maths project work
Feli (Y6) – For excellent financial awareness & Maths project work
Millie (Y6) – For excellent financial awareness & Maths project work
Honor (Y6) – For excellent financial awareness & Maths project work
Rose (Y6) – For excellent financial awareness & Maths project work
Felicity (Y6) – For excellent financial awareness & Maths project work
Maya (Y6) – For excellent financial awareness & Maths project work
Tara (Y6) – For excellent financial awareness & Maths project work
Elena (Y6) – For excellent financial awareness & Maths project work
Ione (Y6) – For excellent financial awareness & Maths project work
Francesca (Y6) – For excellent financial awareness & Maths project work
Sophia (Y6) – For excellent financial awareness & Maths project work
Lexi (Y6) – For excellent financial awareness & Maths project work
Grace (Y6) – For excellent financial awareness & Maths project work
Abigail (Y6) – For excellent financial awareness & Maths project work
Genna (Y6) – For excellent financial awareness & Maths project work
Isabelle (Y6) - For excellent financial awareness & Maths project work
Pull It Out The Bag
Alice (YR) – For amazing dance moves in Drama
Sophia (YR) – For amazing dancing in Drama
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Clara (Y1) - For independently finding half of a shape
Imogen (YR) - For super movement in Performing Arts.
Jackson (YR) - For super movement in Performing Arts.
Hermione (Y2) – For writing a seaside postcard from 1900
Edward (Y2) – For excellent poster outlining dangers of electricity
Ethan (Y2) – For completing his times tables challenge booklet
Personal Best Moment
Philip (Y5) – For super work on algebraic expressions
Eddie (Y5) – For super work on algebraic expressions
Martha (Y5) – For super work on algebraic expressions
Isabella (Y5) – For super work on algebraic expressions
Amaara (Y5) – For super work on algebraic expressions
Leo (Y5) – For super work on algebraic expressions
Bronwyn (Y5) – For super work on algebraic expressions
Alexandra (Y5) – For super work on algebraic expressions
Edith (Y5) – For super work on algebraic expressions
Amelia (Y5) – For super work on algebraic expressions
George (Y5) – For super work on algebraic expressions
Lydia (Y5) – For super work on algebraic expressions
Zachary (Y5) – For super work on algebraic expressions
Henry (Y5) – For super work on algebraic expressions
Margaret (Y5) – For super work on algebraic expressions
Grace (Y2) - For using captivating sentence starters in English
Ione (Y6) – For outstanding letter writing
Abigail (Y6) – For outstanding letter writing in English
Grace (Y6) – For outstanding letter writing in English
Green Award
Pip (Y5) - The first Green Award for her work on Earth Day
Cutlery Award
Ishir (YR) – For using a knife and fork to cut food carefully
Scrapbook Award
Nehara (Y1)
Abbey Moment True Friend Band
Millie (Y6) - For supporting a friend when running
Maya (Y6) - For supporting a friend when running
Rose Y (Y6) – For supporting a friend when running
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NOTES FROM MRS MITCHELL – DEPUTY HEAD
Hundreds of studies have linked spending time outside to better health outcomes. This week
our boys and girls have enjoyed the sunshine and the many different outside spaces around the
school.

Many people prefer group chats to wider social networking platforms, which involve a relentless
stream of updates from our contacts; regardless of whether we actually want to know what
they’ve been up to. Group chats offer us greater control over who we communicate with, and
more privacy while we’re doing it. However, this doesn’t mean that they are without jeopardy.
The pressure of contributing to a conversation that lots of other people can see and comment
on can make group chats an incredibly stressful situation for young users and that’s far from
the only potential risk. The guide below highlights what parents need to be aware of with regards
to group chats.
https://resources.finalsite.net/images/v1651154809/millfieldschoolcom/fxhglza0h735skbytls
z/Whatparentsneedtoknowaboutgroupchats.pdf

In celebration of Her Majesty The Queen's Platinum Jubilee in 2022,
please save the date for our exciting Jubilee Concert on Thursday, 26th
May at St Peter and St Paul's Church in Godalming, which will be followed
by a picnic at St Hilary's Preparatory School. An invitation will be going
out in which you can click on the link to book tickets.
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Next week, we are looking forward to the Year 3 pupils travelling to
Lodge Hill for their residential trip and Year 6 to France. We know that
this is a huge step for all of our children and their families. As well as
the physical health benefits, school residential trips have been proven to
have a positive effect on children’s self-esteem and confidence levels,
thereby improving their emotional health and wellbeing. Even the down
time of a school residential where children can relax, play and take stock
is hugely important in allowing children to make their own decisions and
discover who they are, develop independence, make their own decisions
and build new friendships. We are hugely grateful for the support and
preparation that has taken place both at home but also to the wonderful
teaching staff who will be embracing these exciting new experiences
with your son or daughter.
Mrs Mitchell

PRE-PREP NOTES FROM MRS HILLERY
The children in Year 1 have been busier than ever, packing in lots of learning to this four-day
week! In English the boys and girls learnt more about the topic of Castles. They found out how
castles were defended and enjoyed discovering more about drawbridges. They are already very
excited about next Thursday’s trip to Windsor Castle!
In their DT lessons, the children continued to work on their model castles, by cutting out the
crenellations on the card they had painted. Their models are starting to take shape and the
children have loved drawing sconces on the inside of their castles.
This week in Science, they enjoyed a wonderful feast, tasting and looking at edible plants. They
sampled treats such as strawberries, melon, celery and radishes. They were amazed to discover
that they could even eat some flowers although they did not like the taste!
In Maths, the boys and girls have focused on fabulous fractions, finding halves of shapes and
numbers. They grasped the concept really well and understand that fractions are equal parts of
a whole.
As part of their Digital Learning lessons, the children had a great time putting the finishing
touches to their recordings of traditional tales.
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In Art the children enjoyed painting their clay shields, based on their original designs. They are
looking forward to seeing them once they have been in the kiln! It has been a busy, buzzy week
and the children have continued to impress with their energy and enthusiasm.

The boys and girls in Year 2 returned buzzing after the long weekend and although the week at
school has been shorter we have been extremely busy with our learning! Our focus in Maths is
positional language. The boys and girls have been working hard to describe and understand
positional language as well as solve problems relating to position. We had great fun taking our
learning outside, where the children needed to guide their partners through obstacles, using
clear instructions to ensure that they arrived at their destinations in one piece!
We are thoroughly enjoying reading The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch in English. Both classes loved
the story and recognised how the authors captured our attention by using interesting vocabulary
and a range of sentence starters. The children took on the challenge of retelling sections of the
story using engaging language, and then performed their work to their peers! As well as creative
writing, Year 2 have been practising their comprehension skills as we explored a text about
lighthouses.
The lighthouse theme has also taken over in Science as the boys and girls were faced with the
challenge of a mouse having nibbled through the wires of the light that is used to guide the
boats to safety. They had great fun using bulbs, wires and batteries to create a working circuit
to fix the lighthouse’s light. Year 2 worked very hard to draw a simple circuit and name the key
components.
We continue to explore seasides in 1900s as part of our topic work this term. It was fascinating
to look at photos and watch clips of seasides in the past. We looked closely at the bathing
machines that were used, as well as clothing and entertainment at the seaside. The boys and
girls wrote beautiful postcards imagining they were spending a holiday at the coast in 1900 –
Quite a contrast to the holidays that they may experience now!
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Mrs Hillery

EYFS NOTES FROM MRS HILLERY
The Nursery children have had a fantastic week. They thouroughly enjoyed having their
Mummies, Daddies and Grandmas staying for a play and joining in with their morning routine.
The children have been busy learning all about rectangles this week, they have been busy
exploring the school grounds looking for rectanglular shapes and they have also loved making a
rectangular monster for their special books.

We absolutely loved welcoming the parents into the Kindergarten this week, for the stay and
play. What a treat! It was lovely for the girls and boys to show their Mummies and Daddies,
where they spend their day, introduce some of their friends and share the toys they enjoy
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playing with. We hope you enjoyed it as much as we did and we hope we managed to give you a
small glimpse of our morning routine. The weather has been glorious and we have spent plenty
of time out side, playing with sand and water and lots of time in the quiet garden. Please
remember to send a sun hat in with your child and a named water bottle for them to help
themselves to throughout the day. Have a wonderful weekend

Wow, what a busy bee week we have had in Reception! This week we have been continuing our
topic on Space and learning all about what astronaut’s eat on the International Space Station.
The children looked at the different foods they could eat in Space and investigated why they
could only eat dried food. The children asked amazing questions like, how is the food heated up?
and what does the food taste like? Well done!
In Literacy, the children were asked to design and label their own rocket to travel into outer
space. The children’s designs were super and their labelling skills even more incredible, using
their phonemic knowledge and understanding. Reception enjoyed sharing their designs with
their friends discussing the different elements of their creations. In Mathematics the children
have continued to learn about sharing an equal number up to twelve, Reception have embraced
role play situations to test out their ideas and thought processes, sharing out toys with Mr Frog
and Mr Duck.
The week ended with a wonderful Art lesson where the children painted their own feet and
made footprints across a large piece of paper, pretending that they were walking on the moon!
Great fun was had by all and to see the children’s faces as they completed this activity was
priceless.
Finally, we look forward to welcoming you to our Reception Tea Party on Tuesday 10th and to our
‘Stay and Play’ Assembly on Wednesday 11th May.
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Mrs Hillery
CELEBRATIONS
The following boys and girls were proud to be awarded a certificate for Pupil of the
Week:
RCH – Oliver – For outstanding effort to make mature choices
RR –Imogen – For lovely participation during Mathematics.
1GS – Aurelia – For increased contributions in lessons
1GS – Otis – For a huge improvement in handwriting
1H – Hamish – For excellent writing about Jack and the Beanstalk
1H – Rose H - For excellent writing about Jack and the Beanstalk
2B – Grace – For superb listening during class discussions
2B – Felix – For excellent focus and contributions during phonics
2E – Scarlet – For showing determination to do her very best in all
2E – Felix C – For hard work & excellent creative writing in English

CURRICULUM INFORMATION
PERFORMING ARTS
The Summer term has commenced with the usual excitement and ‘full throttle’ approach here in
the Drama and Performing Arts department. On just the second day back, Year 6 journeyed up
to the Prince Edward Theatre in London to watch Mary Poppins. The truly outstanding production
has provided the perfect springboard for the beginning of our rehearsals for our own production
of Mary Poppins with Year 5 and 6, which are going incredibly well!
Year 5 are putting the finishing touches to their silent films in the editing suite, and we look
forward to sharing these with you as soon as possible – they will be worth the wait. In another
exciting Drama curriculum project, Year 3 are going to begin work on their Radio plays in the
coming weeks; the project will be done per class and we will be able to share recordings with
you at the end of the academic year.
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As we prepare for the Jubilee concert, being expertly prepared by Mrs Purcell and our friends
in the Music department, Year 2 and Year 4 are going to be learning some poetry by A.A. Milne
to perform in this uniquely exciting service.
Year 1 and Reception continue to work with energy and enthusiasm as they studiously and
playfully improve their core skills through a range of dance, drama and performing exercises.
The LAMDA department approaches a busy term, with our rearranged exams in June and a
special LAMDA Assembly coming up on Monday, 16th May. This will provide an opportunity for
our LAMDA teachers, Ms Huckle and Mrs Tomson, to demonstrate to the school the outstanding
work and provisions we are lucky to have here at St. Hilary’s. If your son or daughter is
interested in starting LAMDA in the new academic year, it is never too early to register your
interest!
Wishing you a tremendous weekend.
Mr Parton

SCIENCE

At the start of term, Year 6 continued learning about how to enjoy a
healthy lifestyle by making health leaflets about the importance of
eating a healthy diet and doing regular exercise. More recently, Year
6 are learning about micro-organisms and how diseases are spread.
They have also learnt about the importance of hand washing which is all
very relevant due to the recent Coronavirus pandemic! This week they
have set up an experiment to see in what conditions mould grows best
on bread.

Year 5 have been learning about the life cycles
of different animals. They have learnt that
frogs
and
butterflies
carry
out
metamorphosis. We have our very own
caterpillars in the Science lab and we can’t
wait for them to change and grow into
butterflies! Year 5 are also learning about the
human life cycle and how our bodies change
during puberty.
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Year 4 are learning about the environment. They will focus on;
 Grouping living things
 Vertebrates
 Invertebrates
 Classification keys
 Local habitat survey
 Environmental changes
Year 3 have been learning about the 7 life processes that all living things do and learning the
acronym MRS GREN. Do you know what the 7 letters stand for? They are also learning about
green plants. They have made plant pots out of newspaper, ready to plant their sunflower
seeds in and they are looking forward to watching them grow!

Mrs Crabbe

SPORTS NEWS
It’s beginning to feel like the Summer term in the sports department with fixtures beginning
to roll in and the sun creeping out from behind the clouds. We have entered the Surrey Tennis
League and our U11 team travelled to Rowan last week for their first round of matches. It was
good to get a feel of the opposition standard and experience the atmosphere of competitive
tennis. We were not victorious on this occasion but the girls made some excellent progress and
collaborated brilliantly.
We also travelled to St. Georges for the Surrey Tennis festival which was, again, great
experience for the girls. Our U9 team were victorious in 5 out of their 7 matches and finished
3rd in the group. Well done to Amaya and Florence for some fabulous teamwork. Francesca and
Rose were placed in an incredibly challenging U11s group and didn’t progress through the group
stage but took many lessons from the tournament. Emily and Amelia battled hard in the U10s
and played 3 matches that went right to the wire. They also exited the tournament at the group
stage.
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There are many matches left over this term and now that Miss Hall is teaching the children
weekly tennis lessons in their previous gym slots, the only way is up!

The cricket season is now upon us with fixtures coming in thick and fast! It is always great to
see the enthusiasm from the children in matches and this week’s U11 match v Barfield and The
Royal were more of the same. We had 4s and 6s galore in the matches and the girls showed some
excellent bowling technique. We are all very excited for the future fixtures and tournaments.
The results were:
U11A v The Royal A – Won 288-233
U11B v Barfield A – Won 329-283
U11C v The Royal B – Won 276-252

On Wednesday 4th April, one of the St Hilary’s U11 girls’ teams played cricket against Barfield
at Busbridge Rec. There were some amazing sixes, fours and excellent bowling by Tara and even
a wicket!
Everyone played amazingly and tried their best, we had a really strong team. The final score was
283 runs to Barfield and 329 runs to St Hilary’s! The player of the match was Feli. We did really
well in our first cricket match. Well done to everyone – Maya

We have an exciting weekend of competitions ahead of us with the U11 Medley and Freestyle
relay teams competing in the ESSA Regional Round at Guildford Spectrum on Saturday – Good
luck!!! Best of luck must also go to Felicity C in year 6 who is representing St Hilary’s in the
IAPS National Triathlon Championships on Sunday 8th May at Monkton Prep School. We look
forward to hearing all about it in next week’s Friday Notes!
More exciting swimming news – congratulations to the U10 Medley and Freestyle relay teams
for reaching the National IAPS Finals. This is a fantastic achievement! Congratulations to Lydia
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for also reaching the 25m Butterfly final. The National IAPS Finals will take place on Saturday
11th June at the London Aquatics Centre and we wish the girls the best of luck!

This week, the children have been raising money for Motor Neurone
Disease Association (MNDA). Our sport lessons have seen the pupils
cover three disciplines as a special triathlon which includes a long
distance run, a long distance swim and a fun run, e.g. 3-legged race. All
distances were varied, based on the age of the participants. It has
been so lovely to see the children collaborate, smile and push
themselves for this fantastic cause. Thank you for all your donations!

Mrs Lovesey & Mr Don Carolis
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WEEK’S MENU FOR w/c 9th May
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